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R E P R O D U C I B L E

Answers to Chapter 4: Comprehension Questions

1. Why might a teacher use IWB software to play a loud sound (such as a drumroll or 
a trumpet blast) in the middle of a lesson?

 The teacher is using the sound as a signal to identify critical information for 
students. Multimedia cues (such as a musical sound or an animated image on an 
IWB) can catch the attention of students from a variety of learning styles because 
they activate several different senses at once. Establish a routine, and use it 
consistently to engage students whenever important information is on the horizon.

2. How can technology enhance the collection and use of preassessment data to 
determine the size of different learning chunks?

 Use technology to accelerate the process of chunking without allowing it to 
devolve into a guessing game. Polling technology (used with clickers or student 
mobile devices) collects large quantities of data from individual students in a 
short amount of time, making it a perfect tool for preassessment. With polling 
technology, teachers can carefully determine an appropriate size for each chunk, 
without taking the time to individually score and analyze a pile of preassessments. 
No need to rewrite a list of preassessment questions if you already have one that 
works—just copy and paste the list into an IWB. Students respond using clickers 
instead of pencils.

3. Describe technology tools that can be used to support each type of general 
inferential question.

 General inferential questions are designed to prompt students to make inferences, 
or educated guesses, about content. There are two types of general inferential 
questions: (1) default questions, which require students to use background 
knowledge to come up with the answer, and (2) reasoned inference questions, 
which require students to use their reasoning to draw conclusions about their 
observations. Polling technology tools—particularly clickers or mobile devices that 
have text input features—enhance default questions because they are efficient, 
but also because they allow every student to share his or her unique background 
knowledge with the class. Reasoned inference questions, on the other hand, can 
be tricky for teachers to generate because they must include evidence. Asking a 
question such as What is this image? makes a great reasoned inference prompt. In 
order to provide enough evidence for students to draw upon, all a teacher needs to 
do is display a distorted image. Use a document camera to take a content-related 
object and magnify it past the point of being recognizable.

4. How do you use technology to help students effectively interact with new 
knowledge in your classroom?

 Answers will vary from teacher to teacher. To see responses from other educators, 
visit marzanoresearch.com/classroomstrategies, click on the Enhancing the Art 
& Science of Teaching With Technology link, and become a member of our virtual 
learning community. 
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